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Flood Benches-Potted Vegetable
Production

This project was started to determine if our major crops could
be grown using flood benches, raised benches that were lined
with a thin layer cif plastic film to hold water so that water,
labor and time could be saved.
As outline in our previous materials, we put these benches in
two greenhouses and used them last year and part of this year.
On some of the benches we also used capilary mat to compare the
two systems.
The strictly flood bench worked well, when the benches are
leveled and would work well in a floor that is cement. Our
floors are crushed stone, but we found that once the benches
are leveled in the spring, they worked well with our 3 one Half
to 6" pots.
We did not find a problem with salt build up as we used clear
water much of the time, and injection fertilizer at other
times, or watered from the top occationally.
Comparing capilary pat to the strict plastic lined benches, the
flood benches worked about evenly, and were cheaper then using
cap mat in addition to the plastic lined benches.
It is our plan at this point, to build more benches as funds
allow to make it possible to water cell paks, or bedding plants
also with this method of water. We believe that it saves water,
fertilizer and alot of time.
Concering the production of potted vetables, our trials last
year went well, but on a small scale. We used the plumbing on
the benches for both a tube system into the pots and also
simply capilary action using the flood benches.
We are awaiting some other funding sources to pursue market
investigation within our area to see if full scale production
is warrented, but vie believe that with the local NYS Prisons in

